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Mira Israel

Mira Israel is a player character played by cappi.

Mira Israel
Species: Minkan
Gender: Female

Age: 18
Height: 4'11
Weight: 105lbs

Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Medical

Rank: Santô Hei

Physical Characteristics

Height: 4'11
Mass: 105lbs
Measurements: 34C

Build and Skin Color: Ms. Israel has an olive complexion and is considered full-figured even though she
is shorter than average. If she were human, her ethnicity would be guessed as half Japanese, half
Hispanic. She upgraded to an NH-31F two years prior from the NH-22C.

Eyes and Facial Features: Mira has large, startling almond-shaped blue eyes that are always
accentuated with black eyeliner. Her small mouth and upturned nose sits proportionately on her round
face.

Ears: Mira has small, human-like ears that have been pierced multiple times on each side.

Hair Color and Style: Mira has thick, wavy black hair that falls to her waist that she sometimes ties up
in a bun on top of her head or plaits down her back in an intricate braid. She tries to keep her bangs
swept to the side of her forehead, but is often seen angrily brushing them aside in frustration when they
don't seem to stay where she wants them.

Distinguishing Features: Mira Israel has her nose pierced, serving as a sign of her rebellious nature in
her early teens when she was upgraded.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Mira Israel has a scrappy personality, fueled with a need to prove her worth to others. As a
medic, she is quick to react and follows orders well. She is young but disciplined and hard-working,
stubborn when it comes to her patients' care and passionate about helping others. She can be a bit
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awkward and her bedside manner needs improvement, but what she lacks socially she makes up in her
exceptional medical skills. She has a sarcastic humor to her, loves to flirt, and can be quite mischievous.

Likes: When Mira isn't on duty, she can be found boxing, reading, and drawing.
Dislikes: She detests spiders, tomatoes and huge social events.
Goals: Her life goal is to become a medical doctor and head her own unit on one of the Star Army's
major bases.

History

Family

Father: Gareki Israel, artist

Mother: Momoi Israel, artist

Brother: Izaya Israel, age 26, educator

Pre-RP

Mira grew up with disdain for the flippant attitude her parents had towards working. As “artists” living on
Yamatai, they were a part of the citizens leisure class, living off government support and unwilling to
better themselves in any way. Three years ago, when she was visiting her brother off-planet, she faced
the reality of poverty and sickness that was just about non-existent on Yamatai. After her trip, she
committed herself to joining the Star Army of Yamatai to work as a medic while studying to become a
doctor, much to her parent's dismay.

Skills

Communications

-Basic radio operation and procedures

-Make radio transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters via headsets, star ships,
power armor and shuttles

-Primary language is Yamataian

-Fluent in Nepleslian

-Trained in (7-line) Requests for Medical Assistance.

Even with her awkward social skills and her impatient bedside manner, Mira has a knack for making
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people like her.

Medical and Science

-Apply a tourniquet/administer phlebotomy

-Apply high level first aid

-Be able to administer medications via IV, subcutaneously, and intradermally

-Able to set fractured bones

-Able to perform basic surgeries and less extensive procedures

-Able to read pathology reports and lab tests

-Evaluate a casualty

-Cybernetics installation

Combat/Fighting

-Fight hand to hand combat

-Provide cover fire

-Respond to direct and indirect fire

-Set Readiness Conditions

-Knowledge in energy pistols, energy rifles, grenades, knives and power armor

She enjoys boxing on her time off.

Technology Operations

-Can operate any computer program that uses Kessaku OS

-Proficient in entering and searching for information

Mathematics

-Basic mathematics training
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-Advanced formulas pertaining to the administration of medications

Art

Even though Mira didn't think much of her parent's “vocation” as artists, she did inherit some of their
talent with drawing. She enjoys drawing anime characters on her time off as well as ridiculous caricatures
of her friends and comrades.

Cleaning

Mira isn't much for cooking, but she does appreciate a clean living and working space. As much as she
might grumble about picking up after other individuals, she secretly doesn't mind doing so.

Inventory

Mira Israel has the following items:

Finances

Mira Israel is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Mira Israel
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Medical
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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